
What happens when nothing happens

A collection  of  observations  from  Flat  Iron  Square, 

looking at the infra-ordinary or the everyday humdrum 

events which make up the general passing of time. 

These happenings usually go unnoticed, dismissed as 

“just  what  happens  in  the  background”  but  what 

happens  if  we  try  and  pay  attention  the  stuff  we 

normally ignore?

These observations were collected over the course of 

a couple of days from several different locations in the 

square.  The collection  is  is  no  way exhaustive and 

covers just what the observer could see and had time 

to note down. 

The inspiration for this project came from the French 

novelist Georges Perec and a sample of his work can 

be seen on the back side of the Union Street Press. 

The  original  hand  written  notes  for  the  Flat  Iron 

Square project are displayed in a book hanging from 

this line.



What can you see?

Take  a  moment  to  note  down 

anything you can see happening 

in  Flat  Iron  Square  at  this  very 

instance  and  we'll  add  it  to  the 

collection.  Ask  us  for  an 

observation form to fill in and help 

build  a  picture  of  everyday  life 

along Union Street with what you 

notice in any one instance!



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

1.24pm, from a table in the middle of the square

Lunchtime

Its sunny, overcast and warm

Each of the 11 tables in the square is occupied

One becomes empty and a pigeon arrives for the leftovers

Numbers in the square in one instance

Pigeons = 1

People sitting = 11

People walking = 22

Trees = 2

Parked cars = 5

Bicycles (locked) = 7

Motorcycles = 13

Shops open = 2



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

1.30pm, from the Union Street Press

A list of text in the square, looking in a clockwise direction starting from the west
• Better Bankside
• Island Cafe
• The Island Cafe
• Piccolo Cafe
• Espresso, Cappuccino, Sandwiches, Salads
• 1724
• Car park from £4
• Blooming Bankside
• Clear Channel
• Snow White & the Huntsman
• In cinemas May 30
• Alice in Wonderland
• From the producer of
• Jim 2
• TM
• Flat Iron Square
• Hilux
• Pedestrian zone ends
• Coca-cola
• Southwark Bridge Road
• Invincible
• Bob Jackson
• Transit
• Devonshire House
• Spence ReFit Ltd.
• Think Safety
• No unauthorised entry
• No Smoking
• Kue
• OU09 WYV
• Soap
• One way
• Fire escape, keel clear
• Union Street se1
• Gringo
• Orange
• Solo Motorcycles only
• Pure white
• Brown sugar
• Todays specials
• Rose & Crown
• The Rose & Crown
• 4426
• Barclaays



• Celebrate London 2012
• Heineken
• Ayres Street
• London Borough of Southwark
• Cruel
• Traditional Ales
• Open
• Supermarket & off licence
• Link
• Free cash withdrawals
• Cash
• Lycamobile
• Call the world for less
• Free
• Play here
• International Calls
• Groceries
• E-top up
• Fruit & vegetable
• Calling cards
• Jazz convenience store
• 69-71
• 71a
• A3 premises
• To let
• Field & sons
• Established 1804
• Borough high street
• 020 7234 9639
• La Palma Sandwich Bar
• 75 Restaurant & take away service
• Union Street Londis
• Western Union
• The best
• Celebrate the city
• Black Katz
• Flat Iron Yard
• Taxi
• Southwark Bridge Business Centre
• J.T. Davenport
• Ashby and sons
• Embassy tea & coffee
• 56
• 83
• 87



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

2.49pm, from the Union Street Press

Man with a checked shirt and an orange supermarket 
bag

Two cars parked

Rumbling of an unseen train

Bicycles with trailers = 2

Pigeons = 2

Tables are pink or silver, chairs silver, pink or grey

Man stops to take photograph on his telephone of 
the Union Street Press

Most people walk along the southern side of the square, 
the sloping north side is quiet

Bus number 344 heads south towards Clapham Junction

Two children on bicycles swoop around the square

One Barclays bike passes west through the square

Two women with green supermarket bags

Four people smoking in the square

Man with a striped t-shirt and an orange supermarket 
bag



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

3.08pm, from the Union Street Press

Overcast but bright

Somewhat downtrodden man has left his 
post on the west facing wall of The Island 

Cafe

A child in a blue superman t-shirt

Most people sit at the silver tables and 
chairs (nearer the cafe)

Next to the big green gate on the north 
side of the square a man stands smoking 
using a mobile phone, he seems to have 
been there over an hour but whether he 
has left and returned I haven't noticed

Two men in white shirts arrive, smoking, 
and sit at a pink table

In the gap of sky between the two 
buildings on Union street to the west two 

helicopters fly north



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

3.31pm, from the Union Street Press

South Eastern train travels west on the 
bridge overhead

Man smoking by the green gate has left 
and has been replaced by a man in a 

purple shirt, smoking and on the phone

Helicopter circles high directly overhead

344 heading south announces via an 
advert “Lay the favourite”

Two large load carrying trucks travel 
towards Elephant & Castle carrying 
precariously mounted grey shipping 

containers which have been converted 
into construction site offices

The same helicopter circles

Man stops at Londis on bicycle and 
taking it into the shop with him



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

3.46pm, from the Union Street Press

Man stops to tell me the Union 
Street Press would be better as an 

old fashioned bus shelter where “we 
all used to sleep” and the Island 
Cafe used to be a public toilets

In the two London plain trees there 
is one black bird box just above the 
roof of the cafe. High above in the 
upper branches is a much more 
substantial but unoccupied nest

Southwark traffic warden in red 
pullover waistcoat

The majority of traffic using the one-
way road along the north edge of 
the square is black cabs, although 

there is hardly any traffic here

Wind rustles in the leaves above



Day 1
Monday 25 June 2012

4.13pm, from the Union Street Press

Three traffic wardens

Square is much 
quieter now

344 heading north



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

12.50pm, outside Londis

Lunchtime in the square, apart from 
one lone figure sat in the shade, most 

diners embrace the sunday

My vantage point today puts me in a 
different position, I have a clear view 
of the Union Street Press, the side of 
the cafe, the north side of the square 
is opposite me and the hand car wash 
which yesterday was obscured to me 
is today visible in the western corner

People are busying themselves 
around the Press and around 40 

people are walking through or sitting in 
the square

Weather is hot and bright and a red 
umbrella from the cafe extends itself 

next to the green sewer chimney in the 
midst of the square



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

12.58pm, outside Londis

Two pigeons

Three parked cars

A van reverses into Flat Iron Yard down the 
rarely used access road

Two construction workers in hi-vis jackets 
cheerily march into Londis, the shop seems 

much more popular than Jazz 
Convenience Store

Londis blares out a trashy London radio 
station

The majority of the men in the square are 
wearing shirts, without ties their top buttons 

are undone

There are only seven women in the square 
with nearly double the amount of men

A man in a white shirt eating a chocolate bar 
lunges with his foot at a pigeon



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

1.04pm, outside Londis

A large petrol tanker travels north along 
Southwark Bridge Road. The road seems 
heavily used by large commercial vehicles

The Shard, along Union Street to the East, 
wanders into my field of vision. On Monday I 
had my back to the London landmark which 

seems to follow you around the capital

A black cab enter the hand car wash

A man in a London Fire Brigade t-shirt drinks 
an energy drink outside Londis

The square is popular with people in Fire 
Brigade attire, seeing as the headquarters is 

just a stone's throw away to the west

From my seat I can see the headlines of the 
popular newspapers in their stand. Headlines 

are split 80-20 in favour of economic news 
over sport



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

1.16pm, outside Londis

A wind has picked up and clouds have 
gathered, the square is still warm

A blimp passes overhead

Helicopter following the Thames – perhaps 
heading to Battersea Heliport – heads west

South Eastern train heading East towards 
London Bridge

In the distance a bright red window cleaning 
elevator climbs slowly up the Shard

Two passing women head towards Londis 
before changing their minds as one remarks 

that she prefers the other shop

A man in a red velvet bow tie

A woman in a black dress carrying a take 
away lunch

Against the green gate on the north side of 
the square which remains mysterious to me, 

a man paces on the phone



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

1.46pm, outside Londis

The majority of people in the square have 
finished lunching and those that remain are 

not eating but mostly chatting

The favoured social configuration is sitting in 
couples, there are only two sole occupants of 

tables

Of those men wearing shirts pinstripe seems 
to be the most popular fashion option

Two down trodden looking men two dogs 
argue in the square

A waitress clears a table noisily

On a pink table an empty white mug and a 
half eaten green apple

A man in flip flops and a dog with no lead, 
the dog waits patiently as his owner enters 

the convenience store

The 'Blooming Bankside' hanging baskets 
are indeed blooming, there are six in the 
square itself and nine are visible to me



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

1.55pm, outside Londis

Between Union Street and the 
railway bridge on the West 
end of the square are two 

attractive buildings from the 
1800s which seem vacant

The square, despite the high 
footfall has a somewhat 

vacant feel, without much 
buzz. Perhaps the amount of 
seemingly vacant buildings – 
around nine – along with the 
rundown nature of the flats at 
first floor level contribute to 

this



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

3pm, outside Londis

A traffic warden issues a ticket to a blue car parked in the 
square

Two men leave after discussing business, at a pink table. 
They walk east

Man in a grey shirt smokes and phones next to the green 
gate

Woman on a red bike stops next to the Press

Symbols in Flat Iron Square
• neon coffee cup
• parking sign

• Coca-Cola bottle
• a key in a circle surrounded by a wreath

• crude chalk pen drawing of tea and snacks
• Union Street Press symbol
• cut out of an ice cream

• end of pedestrian zone sign
• rubbish in bin symbol

• helmet, boots, hi-vis and gloves
• National Lottery

• no Entry
• no Parking
• cycle path
• one way

• Union Jack flag
• bus lane

• Lyca mobile heart



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

3.10pm, outside Londis

One pigeon

A family of four, drinking beer from a can at 
one table

No one else sitting in the square, the 
beigging of rain. One couple under the 

shelter of Island Cafe awning

Traffic warden in red issues a second ticket

A bald man eating an orange ice-cream

The south-eastern corner of the square on 
what was once St. Saviours Public Library 

has a terrace overlooking the square

From this spot I can glimpse through the 
railway bridge a wooden clad terrace with 

trees planted around its edges

A white van parks on the edge of the square 
and a man in a turban approaches Londis



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

3.23pm, outside Londis

Three pigeons, when not in the square, seem to 
spend their time on the edge of the railway bridge 
and the roofs of vacant buildings adjacent to the 

railway

All the tables in the square are empty apart from 
my own

Ways of passing through the square
• Train
• Car

• Bicycle
• Motorbike

• Bus
• Foot

Flat Iron Square is essential a place for passing 
through. Excluding Southwark Bridge Road most 

of this passing through is done by foot

A smartly dressed man in a suit with a pull along 
suitcase sits down with a banana and a mug of 

tea

The sky has filled with clouds, although it is no 
longer raining



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

3.30pm, outside Londis

A fire engine turns left out of 
Union Street onto Southwark 

Bridge Road

Two men wearing turbans are 
making a delivering to Londis 
from a van parked in Flat Iron 

Yard

A woman in a mobility scooter 
crosses the square

A motorcycle courier sits at a pink 
table

Screech of an unseen train

A woman pushing a child on a 
bicycle



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

4.59pm, outside Londis

A waitress is slowly putting away 
all the tables, silver ones into the 
cafe. The pink ones have been 
folded and locked around the 

green sewer chimney

The tables outside Londis remain, 
one woman in beige is sitting

No pigeons in the square

Plenty of people passing through 
the square

Workers from the Piccolo Cafe 
gather outside, the shutters are 

down

Scattered on the square is detritus 
from the two plain trees



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

5.04pm, outside Londis, sitting at the rear of the Press facing east

A man stands outside the Rose & Crown, 
smoking and phoning

Seven bikes locked in the square

More people seem to be walking East rather 
than West

The noise of the trains seems louder

People converge slightly further down Union 
Street at the Centre for Contemporary Music

A man stops to read the information 
displayed on the outside of the Press

A man with his arm tied in a green sling 
walks past

A man enters the Rose & Crown with a dog

A light breeze, noise of traffic on Southwark 
Bridge Road in the background

Two children eating ice cream



Day 2
Tuesday 26 June 2012

5.12pm, outside Londis, sitting at the rear of the Press facing east

A woman in a neon yellow vest 
walks with a pharmacy bag down 

Ayres St. The street is named 
after a young woman who died in 
a fire on Union Street in the 19th 

century

The red window cleaning box 
near the top of the Shard has 
descended and is no longer 

visible

Standing under a “Blooming 
Bankside” planter a man fires up 

a motorcycle


